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As global resource consumption surges, the ‘Club of Rome’ highlights the risks of unchecked quantitative growth in our constrained world, advocating
for a shift to qualitative growth. The Internet of Things (IoT)emerges as a pivotal tool in this transition, exemplified by its transformative impacts
to coordinate complex activities efficiently while reducing resource consumption in cities like Barcelona and Singapore already today. However,
intricate network challenges such as network control, interoperability, and resource constraints complicate efficient communication in a large-scale
IoT network. Concurrently, establishing trust among diverse devices often becomes a paramount concern, hindering expansive collaboration across
domains and organisations. In response to these multifaceted challenges, the Social Internet of Things (SIoT) has been introduced to address intricate
network challenges issues but also fosters a foundation of trust among devices. Despite, the potential benefits of developing trust in SIoT, one of the
key challenges for the innovation adaption remains the determination of trust in continuously evolving and uncertain environments. Therefore, there
is a need to understand specific situation and provide fine-grained trust mechanism to address multifaceted requirements and consider prevailing
constraints of the environment. In this work, we study the existing literature on trust in the SIoT and present potential use cases of how trustworthy
collaboration between devices can help to enable the sustainable transformation. We discuss prevailing trust challenges and introduce a novel research
framework for trustworthy collaboration to bridge the gap between theoretical trust research and their real-world applicability in the SIoT landscape.
Achieving trustworthy collaboration between devices of various organisations will help to improve the activity orchestration while reducing resource
consumption.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In an era defined by rapid technological advancements and
ever-growing resource consumption, the global quest for
sustainable solutions has become paramount. The “Club
of Rome,” a consortium of renowned researchers, in their
seminal book “The Limits of Growth”, underscored the
perilous consequences of pursuing quantitative growth amidst
finite resource availability already more than 50 years
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ago [1]. In essence, they highlighted that the unbridled
quest for quantitative growth risks our society and planet,
emphasizing the significance of qualitative growth as a
sustainable alternative.

Quality growth as a vision, based on Quality Innovations
fostered by our Digital Ecosystems, provides a more positive
and scalable projection for Social, Economic, and Ecologic
Development (SEED). The World Economic Forum in Davos
(WEF) had explicitly acknowledged our sustainability crisis
by a purely quantitative growth paradigm during its 50th
anniversary in 2020 as well. In 2023, the WEF put
“collaboration in our fragmented world” on top of the agenda
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for mastering the global challenges. We state here, that without
trustworthy collaboration, no sustainable transformation can
tape place.

Internet of Things (IoT) stands at the forefront of modern
solutions with its potential to interconnect devices that address
these sustainability challenges. The IoT has the potential
to enhance efficiencies by allowing devices to communicate
and interact with other IoT systems to automate routine
tasks, orchestrate activities, optimize resource usage and
allocation, and streamline improve the quality of processes
[2]–[4]. The wide range of connected devices enables to
capture of a comprehensive representation of the environment
and simplifies the spatial coverage of sensing information.
Furthermore, the employment of existing sensing resources,
such as smartphones or vehicles, can reduce costs and remove
the need to deploy additional sensing equipment.

Leading the IoT revolution, smart cities such as Barcelona
and Singapore have already showcased the technology’s
promise [5], [6]. By leveraging IoT, these cities effi-
ciently manage utilities, monitor air quality, optimize waste
management, and even refine traffic systems – collectively
enhancing the quality of life, reducing costs, and promoting
environmental sustainability. While trustworthy collaboration
among devices can be achieved to improve situation awareness
for decision-making in real-world applications, the existing
state of the IoT suffers from technical and social issues.

From the technical perspective, the IoT provides a collabo-
rative environment among billions of connected devices. With
changing network topology, network control overhead incurs
in limiting network scalability [7], [8]. Also, the heteroge-
neous environment of devices with multiple hardware and
software suppliers raises interoperability issues to harmonize
communications among devices [9], [10]. Furthermore, many
devices have resource constraints that prevent computation
and communication-intensive tasks [11]. Consequently, new
technical approaches have been explored to address these
challenges.

Besides the technical challenges of IoT to manage the
network topology, there are also social challenges between
diverse affiliated IoT devices. Especially in open distributed
environments where various devices communicate with each
other, there is a trust problem between a service-consuming
device and a service-providing device. In other words, how
can devices ensure that the requested information is authentic
or that requested action toward another device, such as closing
a gate, will be conducted?

One promising approach to overcome the above-mentioned
technical and social challenges represents the Social Inter-
net of Things, a paradigm that integrates social network
paradigms into the IoT [12]. More specifically, devices in
the SIoT manage its own network topologies by connecting
to other devices using social relationships that are formed
based on subjective preferences, such as required services
capabilities in a given context.

The promise to improve efficient network navigability to
enable trustworthy service composition for complex tasks
provides advantages for a socialised device network that is
aware of mutual capabilities to fulfill assigned tasks. Another
aspect that considers SIoT for future network management
is the distributed organisation of the network management,

whereas each device manages its social relationship to
other devices without relying on a central network manager.
Consequently, the concept of trustworthiness can be integrated
in the relationship management of each device to ensure the
overall network’s integrity. Therefore, the resulting SIoT
may present a sustainable approach to improve the network
navigability of information while ensuring the integrity of the
network.

In this paper, we present how SIoT can be a critical enabler
for trustworthy collaboration. More specifically, we study
conceptual use cases of how SIoT uses the capabilities of
socialised devices to find information and orchestrate and
delegate tasks in the given environment settings. We identify
the unresolved challenges in current trust recommendation
research and introduce a research framework that bridges
the gap between existing trust recommendation research and
their practical real-world application. We focus in this paper
on the device-to-device interaction, but also device-to-user
interactions have been considered [13]. The subsequent
sections are structured as follows: Section II reviews
related work, offering context and drawing parallels with our
study. Section III outlines potential use-case scenarios that
highlight SIoT’s capabilities and we discusses the potential
and challenges of trustworthy collaboration within SIoT
in Section IV. Subsequently, we introduce our innovative
research framework designed to address these existing trust
issues in Section II. Finally, we conclude this paper and
summarizing our findings in Section VI.

2. RELATED WORK

The concept of social-based network management has been
explored in literature for an extended period [14], [15].
Subsequently, the term “Social Internet of Things” emerged,
detailing methods for establishing social relationships be-
tween devices using attribute-based approaches, such as
proximity-based social relationships [12]. Further attribute-
based relationships have also been recognized [16].

While initial effort has been focusing on exploring social
relationships and the SIoT architecture, trust management
has been identified as an area for research to ensure the
network’s integrity [17], [18]. Existing methods explored
network-based performance metrics, such as throughput or
bandwidth usage, from the social devices network to establish
new relationships by applying a threshold to classify the
trustworthiness [19]. Trust input features can be devi-
ated from the context-dependent device attributes, previous
interactions, or the network that can be categorized into
social and physical network-based features (Link ontology).
The vast majority of trust model reuses experiences from
previous interactions to establish social relationships. Hence,
robustness has been considered to safeguard trust mechanism
against uncertainties and malicious behaviours. Incorporating
techniques like Markov chains with exponential smoothing
[20] and confidence functions [21] can distinguish between
node performance and recommendation quality. Recent
advancements include metrics like the degree of importance
and contribution [22] and leveraging deep learning for trust
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predictions [23]. The existing research has also proposed
proactive approaches to target trust-related attacks. The array
of methodologies to address trust-related attacks ranges from
Dirichlet-based distributions [24] to clustering techniques
such as k-means [24]–[26] and multi-layer perceptrons [27].
Enhancing robustness against malicious activities is further
fortified by the deployment of witness nodes [28] and fuzzy
classification techniques [29].

More research focused on improving the accuracy of trust
evaluations by prioritizing contextual multi-scale models [21]
and weight transitions [30], [31]. Also, filtering methods
have been applied that vary from time-based [26] to interest-
based evaluation techniques [31], [32] to amplify the trust
evaluation’s accuracy.

The decision-making process of trustworthiness encom-
passes methods such as threshold-based evaluations, con-
solidating trust impressions into a singular score [26], and
ranking-based methodologies [33], [34]. To improve the
trust lifecycle based on trust decision, different techniques,
such as Markov chains has been used to identify honest
clusters [35]. Concurrently, trust convergence mechanisms
like sliding windows [25], [33], [36] and trust decay strategies
[22], [27], [37]–[39]maintain timeliness of trust scores. Also,
reward and punish feedback functions are incorporated to
maintain correct trust scores [21], [22], [40]. The addition of
reputation scores enriches subjective trust experiences [41].

More research has considered the dynamic environment
that causes uncertainties of the number of available devices,
the correctness of trust input features, or the completeness of
the information. To verify the correctness of data, various
methods like Bayes risk [42], evidence-based subjective logic
[43], and Dempster-Shafer Theory [44] have been applied.
Complementary techniques, including fuzzy logic [45] and
adaptive trust parameters [25], cater to the nuanced incomplete
trust input features nature of trust recommendations.

Especially scenarios with a limited amount of devices
and absence of existing previous interaction experiences are
considered for the problem of the initial trust bootstrapping
stage. The proposed methods span from feature-property
matches [22], [46] to kernel-based predictions [45] and deep
learning strategies [23], [47].

The absence of interaction experiences can also be ad-
dressed by considering trust inference approaches. Various
methods establish similarity metrics, such as distance-based,
key-based, or node-based. Popular methods include distance-
based contextual similarity with attribute-based filtering [28],
[48] and collaborative filtering [39]. Key-based similarity
approaches of social relationships have been discussed to
consider similar subgraphs [16], [22]. Node-based properties
have been considered to identify nodes with similar properties,
such as their interest and capabilities [31], [32]. Also, hybrid
filtering approaches that consider content- and collaborative
filtering have been considered [49]. Besides trust inference
approaches for trust recommendation of trust artifacts, a
multi multi-objective approach using Pareto optimal solution
mechanisms provides trustworthiness across domains [50].

Existing literature partially addresses data-dependent is-
sues, such as the uncertainty of the information environment
and the scenario-specific nature of trust models. Additionally,
there are recommendation-dependent challenges, including

the lack of situation-awareness in trust model adaptation
and insufficient trust inference methods to tackle information
sparsity. As a result, existing research has studied various
aspects of trust recommendations in SIoT, however, existing
research lacks an inter-contextual, domain-independent trust
recommendation scheme that is able to fulfill various appli-
cation requirements in multiple situation settings. Hence,
we demonstrate the usefulness of leveraging the notion of a
socialised device network in our proposed use case scenarios
to identify existing shortcomings trust research in SIoT.

3. USE CASE SCENARIOS

The SIoT presents the transformative potential for various ap-
plications, particularly in contexts where real-time decision-
making and interconnected device communication are pivotal.
Two standout applications that underscore the capabilities of
SIoT are in the realms of emergency response and traffic light
prioritisation requests. The reason for those applications lies
in their natural challenges including multi-dimensional device
heterogeneity, dynamicity of devices, the interdependence
of application scenarios, incompleteness of information, and
uncertain environment settings – all inherent complexities in
IoT environments. In the subsequent subsections, we delve
into these specific use case scenarios, elaborating on how SIoT
can be a game-changer in both instances.

3.1 Emergency Response

One of the promising applications of SIoT lies in its
potential to transform emergency response systems, an idea
well-discussed in existing literature reference. Currently,
as documented in the Cocom report [51] and [52], many
countries grapple with false emergency calls. These false
alarms can exhaust the limited resources of emergency
services and jeopardize the delivery of medical aid to
genuine emergencies, consequently putting human lives
at risk.

In this context, the importance of verifying the authenticity
of an emergency call becomes paramount, with SIoT provid-
ing an innovative solution to optimise resource allocation. The
underlying principle is to leverage the collaborative nature of
SIoT to allow surrounding devices to sense their environment,
thereby assessing the authenticity of the reported emergency.
Trustworthiness comes into play when these devices share
the sensed data; each device is assigned a trust score based
on factors like its proximity to the incident, the type of
data it provides, and past reliability. Therefore, the system
can compute a trustworthiness score for each data input,
contributing to the decision-making process in validating an
emergency call.

Consider a scenario in which a car accident has been
reported. Surrounding devices such as traffic cameras,
smartphones of bystanders, and nearby vehicles equipped
with IoT sensors can provide crucial data for assessing the
situation. Traffic cameras can provide real-time visuals of
the incident, while smartphone microphones can pick up
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Figure 1 Conceptual model of the emergency response system operation to verify the authenticity of an emergency call

Figure 2 Conceptual model of an Intelligent Traffic Management System to verify the authenticity of an emergency vehicle

sound signatures indicative of a collision. Simultaneously,
vehicle sensors can relay information on sudden deceler-
ations or changes in direction, corroborating the reported
accident. This aggregation of data from various trusted sources
enables the SIoT system to determine the authenticity of the
emergency, thereby improving the efficiency of emergency
response.

In Figure 1, the model presents a detailed visual represen-
tation of an SIoT-based emergency response system. Starting
from the initial emergency call to the data collection from
various devices and finally to the decision-making process
at the emergency centre, the sequence elucidates the role of
trustworthiness in improving emergency response operations.

The SIoT, equipped with trustworthiness features, there-
fore, provides a robust system that not only reduces the
misallocation of resources due to false alarms but also ensures
a quick response to genuine emergencies by validating their
authenticity in real-time. The inclusion of trustworthiness
in SIoT applications like emergency response services un-
derscores its transformative potential, thereby paving the
way for a more effective, reliable, and responsive IoT
environment.

3.2 Intelligent Traffic Light Management

Intelligent traffic light management, a notable smart city
application, is recognized in the literature for its potential
to alleviate traffic congestion [53]. By optimizing traffic
flow, not only reduces travel times for all road users but
also ensures priority passage for crucial vehicles such as
emergency services.

Traffic light scheduling is a powerful tool that can be
adapted based on real-time traffic situations. Yet, it ne-
cessitates fine-grained situational awareness and identifying
authentic emergency vehicles amidst normal traffic. This
task is complex due to potential trust breaches, such as non-
emergency vehicles masquerading as emergency vehicles or
misusing emergency privileges.

As shown in Figure 2, the scenario begins with an emer-
gency vehicle requesting priority at an upcoming intersection.
The traffic light management system then gathers information
from surrounding devices to verify the authenticity of the
request. While external sensors are useful in vehicle iden-
tification, task context from the emergency response system
plays a crucial role in evaluating the request’s legitimacy.
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In an urban landscape replete with various sensing devices
and online services, traffic cameras, vehicle IoT sensors,
traffic sensors, and accident reports from the emergency
response centre can provide valuable data. By utilizing this
information, the system assesses the authenticity of (1) the
emergency vehicle, (2) the reported emergency, and (3) the
selected route towards the emergency.

Based on the results of these assessments, the traffic light
management system modifies its scheduling strategy and
communicates its decision to the emergency vehicle. This
ensures that only authenticated requests gain priority, aiding
in more effective emergency responses.

4. DISCUSSION

Building upon the two use case scenarios, this subsection aims
to elucidate the profound potential inherent in Trustworthy
Collaboration within the SIoT framework, while concurrently
addressing the multifaceted challenges that emerge therein.

4.1 Potential of Trustworthy
Collaboration in SIoT

Trustworthy collaboration is vital for coordinating activities
across devices, people, and systems in diverse situations.
This trust is essential for seamless interactions in various
contexts. The SIoT revolutionizes traditional crisis manage-
ment, especially in emergencies. Historically hindered by
communication gaps and disjointed systems, SIoT enables
devices to communicate on-the-fly, leveraging social connec-
tions to enhance network navigability. For instance, SIoT can
pinpoint fire safety tools or provide real-time traffic accident
data in emergencies, underscoring its potential when devices
collaborate based on trust.

This collaborative value extends to sectors like transporta-
tion. With the advent of autonomous driving, real-time data
sharing becomes crucial to prevent accidents and streamline
traffic. Trust between devices facilitates cooperative scenar-
ios, such as intersections working harmoniously with vehicles,
promoting smoother operations and sustainability.

Incorporating trust in SIoT transforms device communi-
cation, marking a shift from isolated to socially-connected
devices. This collaboration boosts efficiency in sectors like
healthcare and transportation and fosters sustainability by
reducing redundancies and conserving resources. SIoT’s
collaborative environment ensures community safety and
resilience. Embedding trust in SIoT paves the way for a more
unified, efficient, and green future.

4.2 Challenges of Trustworthy
Collaboration in SIoT

However, the idea of Trustworthy Collaboration within the
SIoT environment brings forth a unique set of challenges.
These challenges arise from the distinct characteristics of
IoT devices, their data interactions, intricacies in trust-based

decision-making, and inherent methodological complexities.
For instance, the SIoT network’s dynamic nature, where
devices frequently join and leave, creates an unstable environ-
ment that complicates trust establishment and management.
The diversity of devices in terms of functionality, capability,
and manufacturing leads to varied communication standards,
posing integration and trust assessment challenges. As the
number of interconnected devices grows, managing trust rela-
tionships becomes increasingly complex, demanding scalable
solutions. Consequently, the design of an inter-contextual,
domain-independent trust mechanism becomes complicated
by the fundamental constraints of IoT environments.

More specifically, SIoT can suffer from spatiotemporal data
relationships, whereas the recorded information is only valid
at a certain location and time. Furthermore, the dynamic
nature of the IoT network topology causes uncertainty that
complicates designing a trust mechanism. In contrast, the
incompleteness of information varies presented by previous
interaction experiences, previously trusted devices, and the
absence of required context-dependent features. As a conse-
quence, guaranteeing data integrity and completeness presents
one of the critical challenges for trustworthy collaboration.

Another aspect to consider presents trust recommendations
that require suffering from the previously mentioned dynamic
and complex nature of SIoT. Understanding an existing situa-
tion poses another challenge to adapt the trust model according
to the given situation. Additionally, the trust lifecycle between
devices remains challenging as devices may be trustworthy but
will only sometimes interact due to spontaneous encounters
on the highway. Also, devices may offer various services
and functionality,whereas trustworthiness between individual
functions can differ. All these factors must be considered to
manage trust between devices sustainably.

Lastly, existing research evaluates the proposed trust
mechanisms based on individual experiments,whereas bench-
marking trust mechanisms in various situations becomes
challenging. More specifically, existing experiments need
to sufficiently consider device diversity, various situations,
potential adversarial models, and interdependencies between
different scenarios.

To address these challenges, a multidisciplinary approach
is essential, combining insights from trust computing, knowl-
edge engineering, and distributed systems. Overcoming these
challenges is vital to harness the full potential for trustworthy
collaboration in SIoT, paving the way for a more effective,
efficient, and secure IoT ecosystem.

5. PROPOSED RESEARCH
FRAMEWORK FOR TRUSTWORTHY
COLLABORATION

The proposed research framework introduces a situationaware
trust middleware meticulously designed to enable trustworthy
collaboration in various situations that reuses concepts from
[54] to achieve semantic interoperability. This multilayered
architecture provides a holistic approach, from establishing
physical links between devices to ensuring that trust is
established in the socially aware trust network layer. The
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Figure 3 Proposed Trust Research Framework for Trustworthy Collaboration.

proposed research framework is illustrated in Figure 3.
The proposed research framework is subdivided into four
layers: the physical network layer, the composed situation
awareness layer, the domain ontology layer, and the socially
aware trust network layer. Hereby, the integration between
two layers is ensured by trustworthy collaboration enablers
are described subsequently.

This foundational physical network layer enables the
connection between devices. By employing existing IoT
Routing Protocols, devices can discover and communicate
with one another, setting the stage for more complex
interactions. While existing protocols perform adequately
in static environments, the dynamic nature and the multi-
dimensional requirements complexity of SIoT applications re-
quires innovative approaches to deal with fluctuating Quality-
of-Service requirements and consider future applications to
address the rapid increase in traffic demand [55].

Transitioning from the physical layer, the Situation
Composition Mechanism requires novel service discovery
protocols to identify devices based on contextual features,
such as location. This mechanism ensures that only relevant
devices are considered in subsequent layers. Although some
mechanisms can identify devices based on proximity, the
increasing density of IoT devices in urban environments
necessitates more granular, situation-aware methodologies
[56]. Further service discovery methods may explore dynamic
and adaptable multi-criteria service discovery approaches that
can consider the various and changing requirements of future
applications.

Upon identifying the relevant devices, the composed
situation awareness layer focuses on creating a comprehensive
understanding of the situation. Through data pre-processing
for features extraction, data uniformation and information
fusion techniques, diverse data streams are merged, offering
a holistic view of the current context. While there are estab-
lished methods for individual data uniformation, the fusion
of trust-dependent input features has not been addressed [13].
Therefore, ontologies for IoT domain can be used and enriched
for SIoT environments.

The situation recognition technique exploits the provided
information fusion of the combined situation awareness layer.
The situation recognition method helps to identify suitable
domain ontologies that will be used to adapt trust models to
enable a situation-responsive trust recommendation. Further-
more, situation recognition enables inference approaches of
interaction experiences of other devices in similar situations.

The recognition of various situations enables the usage of
the domain ontology layer and acts as a bridge, interfacing
the raw data with abstracted knowledge. Hereby, the mapping
and alignment with external data is facilitated to infer missing
knowledge gaps of potential trust input features. Furthermore,
this layer is vital to provide trust model configuration settings.
More specifically, each domain may have relevant features and
defined criteria represented as trust indicators to measure trust
against domain-dependent criteria. The provided information
may contain features selection, features mapping tables, trust
decision-based threshold parameters, features weights and
trust indicators to improve trust recommendation in various
situations.

To acknowledge that trust is not static rather than evolving
based on a given situation requires trust model adaption
mechanisms to tune the trust model. The trust model adaption
mechanism adapts trust models based on the recognized
situation by leveraging the domain ontology’s insights,
historical data, and context-dependent input features.

Consequently, a socially aware trust network layer can
be established to represent the trust between devices. In
this context, ‘socially’ refers to the mutual interests and
preferences of devices that form the foundations of the SIoT
paradigm to establish social relationships based on similar
objectives. To specify the underlying social relationships,
trust represents the strength and quality of relationships
formed based on these interests. This layer operates various
trustrelated operations, such as selecting appropriate trust
model, bootstrap trust relationships, and managing the trust
lifecycle between devices within the network.

Additionally, an evaluation platform for benchmarking trust
models in dynamic environments is needed to stress-test trust
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models in various situations and ensure resilience against
adversary behaviour and accuracy in real-world applications.
The benchmarking evaluation platform will be crucial to
enable a comparative analysis of various trust models to
evaluate the performance in various domains.

6. CONCLUSION

In this study, we investigated the domain of trust research
within the Social Internet of Things (SIoT) as a potential
enabler for trustworthy collaboration. We discussed findings
from the existing literature to offer a synthesis of current
understandings and knowledge gaps in this evolving field.
Additionally, practical use case scenarios are presented to
underscore the imperative nature of trustworthy collaboration
in real-world applications, emphasizing its tangible impact on
real-world activities and resource orchestration. Furthermore,
this work outlines the intricacies of conceptualizing and
actualizing an inter-contextual and domain-independent trust
mechanism. While the potential of such a mechanism is
vast, spanning improved interoperability, enhanced security,
and optimized collaborations, the challenges are equally
challenging. The intricacies of bridging diverse domains,
ensuring seamless transitions across varying contexts, and
managing trust dynamics in multifaceted environments are
presented. Consequently, we propose a research framework to
guide future research to enable inter-contextual and domain-
independent SIoT trust mechanisms. More specifically, we
layer our research framework into a physical network layer,
composed situation awareness layer, domain ontology layer,
and socially aware trust network layer. We highlighted
the purpose of each layer and presented how we anticipate
transiting between the presented layers. We also call
for an evaluation benchmarking platform to evaluate trust
mechanisms in SIoT that respect the real-world dynamics
of devices. As the landscape of SIoT continues to expand
and evolve, the pursuit of trustworthy collaborations remains
paramount. We are convinced that with rigorous research,
robust frameworks, and a sharp understanding of challenges
and potentials, the SIoT community can guide us in a new era
of secure, efficient, and trustworthy interactions.
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